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Abstract. We propose a new similarity measure between texts which,
contrary to the current state-of-the-art approaches, takes a global view of
the texts to be compared. We have implemented a tool to compute our
textual distance and conducted experiments on several corpuses of texts.
The experiments show that our methods can reliably identify different
global types of texts.
1 Introduction
Statistical approaches for comparing texts are used for example in machine
translation for assessing the quality of machine translation tools [18,19,22], or in
computational linguistics in order to establish authorship [3, 14,17,24,25,30] or
to detect “fake”, i.e., automatically generated, scientific papers [16,21].
Generally speaking, these approaches consist in computing distances, or
similarity measures, between texts and then using statistical methods such as,
for instance, hierarchical clustering [10] to organize the distance data and draw
conclusions.
The distances between texts which appear to be the most popular, e.g., [14,22],
are all based on measuring differences in 1-gram frequencies: For each 1-gram
(token, or word) w in the union of A and B, its absolute frequencies in both texts
are calculated, i.e., FA(w) and FB(w) are the numbers of occurrences of w in
A and B, respectively, and then the distance between A and B is defined to be
the sum, over all words w in the union of A and B, of the absolute differences
|FA(w)− FB(w)|, divided by the combined length of A and B for normalization.
When the texts A and B have different length, some adjustments are needed;
also, some algorithms [18,22] take into account also 2-, 3- and 4-grams.
These distances are thus based on a local model of the texts: they measure
differences of the multisets of n-grams for n between 1 and maximally 4. Borrowing
techniques from economics and theoretical computer science, we will propose
below a new distance which instead builds on the global structure of the texts. It
simultaneously measures differences in occurrences of n-grams for all n and uses
a discounting parameter to balance the influence of long n-grams versus short
n-grams.
Following the example of [16], we then use our distance to automatically
identify “fake” scientific papers. These are “papers” which are automatically
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generated by some piece of software and are hence devoid of any meaning, but
which, at first sight, have the appearance of a genuine scientific paper.
We can show that using our distance and hierarchical clustering, we are
able to automatically identify such fake papers, also papers generated by other
methods than the ones considered in [16], and that, importantly, some parts of
the analysis become more reliable the higher the discounting factor. We conclude
that measuring global differences between texts, as per our method, can be a
more reliable way than the current state-of-the-art methods to automatically
identify fake scientific papers. We believe that this also has applications in other
areas such machine translation or computational linguistics.
2 Inter-textual Distances
For the purpose of this paper, a text A is a sequence A = (a1, a2, . . . , aNA)
of words. The number NA is called the length of A. As a vehicle for showing
idealized properties, we may sometimes also speak of infinite texts, but most
commonly, texts are finite and their length is a natural number. Note that we
pay no attention to punctuation, structure such as headings or footnotes, or
non-textual parts such as images.
2.1 1-gram distance
Before introducing our global distance, we quickly recall the definition of standard
1-gram distance, which stands out as a rather popular distance in computational
linguistics and other areas [3, 14–17,24,25,30].
For a text A = (a1, a2, . . . , aNA) and a word w, the natural number FA(w) =
|{i | ai = w}| is called the absolute frequency of w in A: the number of times
(which may be 0) that w appears in A. We say that w is contained in A and
write w ∈ A if FA(w) ≥ 1.
For texts A = (a1, a2, . . . , aNA), B = (b1, b2, . . . , bNB ), we write A ◦ B =
(a1, . . . , aNA , b1, . . . , bNB ) for their concatenation. With this in place, the 1-gram
distance between texts A and B of equal length is defined to be
d1(A,B) =
∑
w∈A◦B |FA(w)− FB(w)|
NA +NB
,
where |FA(w) − FB(w)| denotes the absolute difference between the absolute
frequencies FA(w) and FB(w).
For texts A and B which are not of equal length, scaling is used: for NA < NB ,
one lets
d1(A,B) =
∑
w∈A◦B |FA(w)− FB(w)NANB |
2NA
.
By counting occurrences of n-grams instead of 1-grams, similar n-gram dis-
tances may be defined for all n ≥ 1. The BLEU distance [22] for example, popular
for evaluation of machine translation, computes n-gram distance for n between 1
and 4.
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2.2 Global distance
To compute our global inter-textual distance, we do not compare word fre-
quencies as above, but match n-grams in the two texts approximately. Let
A = (a1, a2, . . . , aNA) and B = (b1, b2, . . . , bNB ) be two texts, where we make no
assertion about whether NA < NB , NA = NB or NA > NB . Define an indicator
function δi,j , for i ∈ {1, . . . , NA}, j ∈ {1, . . . , NB}, by
δi,j =
{
0 if ai = bj ,
1 otherwise
(1)
(this is the Kronecker delta for the two sequences A and B). The symbol δi,j
indicates whether the i-th word ai in A is the same as the j-th word bj in B.
For ease of notation, we extend δi,j to indices above i, j, by declaring δi,j = 1 if
i > NA or j > NB .
Let λ ∈ R, with 0 ≤ λ < 1, be a discounting factor. Intuitively, λ indicates
how much weight we give to the length of n-grams when matching texts: for
λ = 0, we match 1-grams only (see also Theorem 1 below), and the higher λ,
the longer the n-grams we wish to match. Discounting is a technique commonly
applied for example in economics, when gauging the long-term effects of economic
decisions. Here we remove it from its time-based context and apply it to n-gram
length instead: We define the position match from any position index pair (i, j)
in the texts by
dpm(i, j, λ) = δi,j + λδi+1,j+1 + λ
2δi+2,j+2 + · · ·
=
∞∑
k=0
λkδi+k,j+k .
(2)
This measures how much the texts A and B “look alike” when starting with
the tokens ai in A and bj in B. Note that it takes values between 0 (if ai and
bj are the starting points for two equal infinite sequences of tokens) and 11−λ .
Intuitively, the more two token sequences are alike, and the later they become
different, the smaller their distance. Table 1 shows a few examples of position
match calculations.
This gives us an NA-by-NB matrix Dpm(λ) of position matches; see Table 2
for an example. We now need to consolidate this matrix into one global distance
value between A and B. Intuitively, we do this by averaging over position matches:
for each position ai in A, we find the position bj in B which best matches ai,
i.e., for which dpm(i, j, λ) is minimal, and then we average over these matchings.
Formally, this can be stated as an assignment problem: Assuming for now that
NA = NB , we want to find a matching of indices i to indices j which minimizes
the sum of the involved dpm(i, j). Denoting by SNA the set of all permutations
of indices {1, . . . , NA} (the symmetric group on NA elements), we hence define
d2(A,B, λ) = (1− λ) 1
NA
min
φ∈SNA
NA∑
i=1
dpm(i, φ(i), λ) .
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Table 1. Position matches, starting from index pair (1, 1) and scaled by 1 − λ, of
different example texts, for general discounting factor λ and for λ = .8. Note that the
last two example texts are infinite.
Text A Text B (1− λ)dpm(1, 1, λ) λ = .8
“man” “dog” 1 1
“dog” “dog” λ .8
“man bites dog” “man bites dog” λ3 .51
“man bites dog” “dog bites man” 1− λ+ λ2 .84
“the quick brown fox “the quick white fox λ2 − λ3 + λ4 − λ6
jumps over the lazy dog” crawls under the high dog” +λ7 − λ8 + λ9 .45
“me me me me...” “me me me me...” 0 0
This is a conservative extension of 1-gram distance, in the sense that for
discounting factor λ = 0 we end up computing d1:
Theorem 1. For all texts A, B with equal lengths, d2(A,B, 0) = d1(A,B).
Proof. For λ = 0, the entries in the phrase distance matrix are dpm(i, j, 0) = δi,j .
Hence a perfect match in Dpm, with
∑NA
i=1 dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 0, matches each word
in A with an equal word in B and vice versa. This is possible if, and only if,
FA(w) = FB(w) for each word w. Hence d2(A,B, 0) = 0 iff d1(A,B) = 0. The
proof of the general case is in appendix. uunionsq
There are, however, some problems with the way we have defined d2. For
the first, the assignment problem is computationally rather expensive: the best
know algorithm (the Hungarian algorithm [12]) runs in time cubic in the size of
the matrix, which when comparing large texts may result in prohibitively long
running times. Secondly, and more important, it is unclear how to extend this
definition to texts which are not of equal length, i.e., for which NA 6= NB . (The
scaling approach does not work here.)
Hence we propose a different definition which has shown to work well in
practice, where we abandon the idea that we want to match phrases uniquely. In
the definition below, we simply match every phrase in A with its best equivalent
in B, and we do not take care whether we match two different phrases in A with
the same phrase in B. Hence,
d3(A,B, λ) =
1
NA
NA∑
i=1
min
j=1,...,NB
dpm(i, j, λ) .
Table 2. Position match matrix example, with discounting factor λ = .8.
the quick fox jumps over the lazy dog
the 0.67 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.64 1.00 1.00
lazy 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00
fox 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Note that d3(A,B, λ) ≤ d2(A,B, λ), and that contrary to d2, d3 is not sym-
metric. We can fix this by taking as our final distance measure the symmetrization
of d3:
d4(A,B, λ) = max(d3(A,B, λ), d3(B,A, λ)) .
3 Implementation
We have written a C program and some bash helper scripts which implement the
computations above. All our software is available at http://textdist.gforge.inria.fr/.
The C program, textdist.c, takes as input a list of txt-files A1, A2, . . . , Ak
and a discounting factor λ and outputs d4(Ai, Aj , λ) for all pairs i, j = 1, . . . , k.
With the current implementation, the txt-files can be up to 15,000 words long,
which is more than enough for all texts we have encountered. On a standard
3-year-old business laptop (Intel R© CoreTM i5 at 2.53GHz×4), computation of d4
for takes less than one second for each pair of texts.
We preprocess texts to convert them to txt-format and remove non-word
tokens. The bash-script preprocess-pdf.sh takes as input a pdf-file and con-
verts it to a text file, using the poppler library’s pdftotext tool. Afterwards,
sed and grep are used to convert whitespace to newlines and remove excessive
whitespace; we also remove all “words” which contain non-letters and only keep
words of at least two letters.
The bash-script compareall.sh is used to compute mutual distances for a
corpus of texts. Using textdist.c and taking λ as input, it computes d4(A,B, λ)
for all texts (txt-files) A, B in a given directory and outputs these as a matrix.
We then use R and gnuplot for statistical analysis and visualization.
We would like to remark that all of the above-mentioned tools are free or
open-source software and available without charge. One often forgets how much
science has come to rely on this free-software infrastructure.
4 Experiments
We have conducted two experiments using our software. The data sets on which
we have based these experiments are available on request.
4.1 Types of texts used
We have run our experiments on papers in computer science, both genuine papers
and automatically generated “fake” papers. As to the genuine papers, for the first
experiment, we have used 42 such papers from within theoretical computer science,
22 from the proceedings of the FORMATS 2011 conference [8] and 20 others
which we happened to have around. For the second experiment, we collected
100 papers from arxiv.org, by searching their Computer Science repository for
authors named “Smith” (arxiv.org strives to prevent bulk paper collection), of
which we had to remove three due to excessive length (one “status report” of
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more than 40,000 words, one PhD thesis of more than 30,000 words, and one
“road map” of more than 20,000 words).
We have employed three methods to collect automatically generated “papers”.
For the first experiment, we downloaded four fake publications by “Ike Antkare”.
These are out of a set of 100 papers by the same “author” which have been
generated, using the SCIgen paper generator, for another experiment [13]. For
the purpose of this other experiment, these papers all have the same bibliography,
each of which references the other 99 papers; hence not to skew our results (and
like was done in [16]), we have stripped their bibliography.
SCIgen3 is an automatic generator of computer science papers developed in
2005 for the purpose of exposing “fake” conferences and journals (by submitting
generated papers to such venues and getting them accepted). It uses an elaborate
grammar to generate random text which is devoid of any meaning, but which
to the untrained (or inattentive) eye looks entirely legitimate, complete with
abstract, introduction, figures and bibliography. For the first experiment, we have
supplemented our corpus with four SCIgen papers which we generated on their
website. For the second experiment, we modified SCIgen so that we could control
the length of generated papers and then generated 50 papers.
For the second experiment, we have also employed another paper generator
which works using a simple Markov chain model. This program, automogensen4,
was originally written to expose the lack of meaning of many of a certain Danish
political commentator’s writings, the challenge being to distinguish genuine
Mogensen texts from “fake” automogensen texts. For our purposes, we have
modified automogensen to be able to control the length of its output and fed
it with a 248,000-word corpus of structured computer science text (created by
concatenating all 42 genuine papers from the first experiment), but otherwise,
its functionality is rather simple: It randomly selects a 3-word starting phrase
from the corpus and then, recursively, selects a new word from the corpus based
on the last three words in its output and the distribution of successor words of
this three-word phrase in the corpus.
4.2 First experiment
The first experiment was conducted on 42 genuine papers of lengths between
3,000 and 11,000 words and 8 fake papers of lengths between 1500 and 2200
words. Figure 1 shows two dendrograms with average clustering created from
the collected distances; more dendrograms are available in appendix. The left
dendrogram was computed for discounting factor λ = 0, i.e., word matching
only. One clearly sees the fake papers grouped together in the top cluster and
the genuine papers in cluster below. In the right dendrogram, with very high
discounting (λ = .95), this distinction is much more clear; here, the fake cluster
is created (at height .85) while all the genuine papers are still separate. The
dendrograms in Fig. 2, created using Ward clustering, clearly show that one
3 http://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/
4 http://www.kongshoj.net/automogensen/
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Fig. 1. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using average clustering, for discounting factors
0 (left) and .95 (right), respectively. Fake papers are numbered 28-31 (Antkare) and
43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 2. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using Ward clustering, for discounting factors
0 (left) and .95 (right), respectively. Fake papers are numbered 28-31 (Antkare) and
43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
should distinguish the data into two clusters, one which turns out to be composed
only of fake papers, the other only of genuine papers.
We want to call attention to two other interesting observations which can
be made from the dendrograms in Fig. 1. First, papers 2, 21 and 22 seem to
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Table 3. Minimal and maximal distances between different types of papers depending
on the discounting factor.
type discounting 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .95
genuine / genuine min .23 .26 .30 .35 .40 .45 .52 .59 .68 .79 .86
max .55 .56 .57 .59 .61 .64 .67 .72 .78 .85 .90
fake / fake min .26 .28 .31 .35 .39 .43 .49 .55 .63 .73 .81
max .38 .40 .43 .46 .49 .53 .58 .64 .71 .80 .86
fake / genuine min .44 .46 .49 .52 .55 .59 .64 .70 .76 .84 .89
max .58 .60 .62 .64 .66 .68 .72 .76 .80 .87 .92
stick out from the other genuine papers. While all other genuine papers are
technical papers from within theoretical computer science, these three are not.
Paper 2 [9] is a non-technical position paper, and papers 21 [23] and 22 [11]
are about applications in medicine and communication. Note that the λ = .95
dendrogram more clearly distinguishes the position paper [9] from the others.
Another interesting observation concerns papers 8 [2] and 33 [1]. These papers
share an author (E. Asarin) and are within the same specialized area (topological
properties of timed automata), but published two years apart. When measuring
only word distance, i.e., with λ = 0, these papers have the absolutely lowest
distance, .23, even below any of the fake papers’ mutual distances, but increasing
the discounting factor increases their distance much faster than any of the fake
papers’ mutual distances. At λ = .95, their distance is .87, above any of the fake
papers’ mutual distances. A conclusion can be that these two papers may have
word similarity, but they are distinct in their phrasing.
Finally, we show in Table 3 (see also Fig. 10 in the appendix for a visual-
ization) how the mutual distances between the 50 papers evolve depending on
the discounting factor. One can see that at λ = 0, the three types of mutual
distances are overlapping, whereas at λ = .95, they are almost separated into
three bands: .81-.86 for fake papers, .86-.90 for genuine papers, and .89-.92 for
comparing genuine with fake papers.
Altogether, we conclude from the first experiment that our inter-textual
distance can achieve a safe separation between genuine and fake papers in our
corpus, and that the separation is stronger for higher discounting factors.
4.3 Second experiment
The second experiment was conducted on 97 papers from arxiv.org, 50 fake
papers generated by a modified SCIgen program, and 50 fake papers generated by
automogensen. The arxiv papers were between 1400 and 15,000 words long, the
SCIgen papers between 2700 and 12,000 words, and the automogensen papers
between 4,000 and 10,000 words. The distances were computed for discounting
factors 0, .4, .8 and .95; with our software, computations took about four hours
for each discounting factor.
We show the dendrograms using average clustering in Figs. 11 to 14 in the
appendix; they appear somewhat inconclusive. One clearly notices the SCIgen
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Fig. 3. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using Ward clustering, for discounting factor .95.
Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen papers
are marked red.
and automogensen parts of the corpus, but the arxiv papers have wildly varying
distances and disturb the dendrogram. One interesting observation is that with
discounting factor 0, the automogensen papers have small mutual distances com-
pared to the arxiv corpus, comparable to the SCIgen papers’ mutual distances,
whereas with high discounting (.95), the automogensen papers’ mutual distances
look more like the arxiv papers’. Note that the difficulties in clustering appear
also with discounting factor 0, hence also when only matching words.
The dendrograms using Ward clustering, however, do show a clear distinction
between the three types of papers. We can only show one of them here, for
λ = .95 in Fig. 3; the rest are available in appendix. One clearly sees the SCIgen
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cluster (top) separated from all other papers, and then the automogensen cluster
(middle) separated from the arxiv cluster.
There is, though, one anomaly: two arxiv papers have been “wrongly” grouped
into their own cluster (between the SCIgen and the automogensen clusters).
Looking at these papers, we noticed that here our pdf-to-text conversion had
gone wrong: the papers’ text was all garbled, consisting only of “AOUOO OO
AOO EU OO OU AO” etc. The dendrograms rightly identify these two papers
in their own cluster; in the dendrograms using average clustering, this garbled
cluster consistently has distance 1 to the other clusters.
We also notice in the dendrogram with average clustering and discounting
factor .95 (Fig. 14 in the appendix) that some of the arxiv papers with small
mutual distances have the same authors and are within the same subject. This
applies to [26] vs. [27] and to [31] vs. [32]. These similarities appear much more
clearly in the λ = .95 dendrogram than in the ones with lower discounting factor.
As a conclusion from this experiment, we can say that whereas average
clustering had some difficulties in distinguishing between fake and arxiv papers,
Ward clustering did not have any problems. The only effect of the discounting
factor we could see was in identifying similar arxiv papers. We believe that one
reason for the inconclusiveness of the dendrograms with average clustering is
the huge variety of the arxiv corpus. Whereas the genuine corpus of the first
experiment included only papers from the verification sub-field of theoretical
computer science, the arxiv corpus is comprised of papers from a diverse selection
of research areas within computer science, including robotics, network detection,
computational geometry, constraint programming, numerical simulation and
many others. Hence, the intra-corpus variation in the arxiv corpus hides the
inter-corpus variations.
5 Conclusion and Further Work
We believe we have collected enough evidence that our global inter-textual
distance provides an interesting alternative, or supplement, to the standard
1-gram distance. In our experiments, we have seen that measuring inter-textual
distance with high discounting factor enables us to better differentiate between
similar and dissimilar texts. More experiments will be needed to identify areas
where our global matching provides advantages over pure 1-gram matching.
With regard to identifying fake scientific papers, we remark that, according
to [16], “[u]sing [the 1-gram distance] to detect SCIgen papers relies on the
fact that [...] the SCIgen vocabulary remains quite poor”. Springer has recently
announced [29] that they will integrate “[a]n automatic SCIgen detection system
[...] in [their] submission check system”, but they also notice that the “intention
[of fake papers’ authors] seems to have been to increase their publication numbers
and [...] their standing in their respective disciplines and at their institutions”; of
course, auto-detecting SCIgen papers does not change these motivations. It is
thus reasonable to expect that generators of fake papers will get better, so that
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also better tools will be needed to detect them. We propose that our phrase-based
distance may be such a tool.
There is room for much improvement in our distance definition. For once, we
perform no tagging of words which could identify different spellings or inflections
of the same word. This could easily be achieved by, using for example the
Wordnet database5, replacing our binary distance between words in Eq. (1) with
a quantitative measure of word similarity. For the second, we take no consideration
of omitted words in a phrase; our position match calculation in Eq. (2) cannot see
when two phrases become one-off like in “the quick brown fox jumps...” vs. “the
brown fox jumps...”.
Our inter-textual distance is inspired by our work in [5–7] and other papers,
where we define distances between arbitrary transition systems. Now a text is
a very simple transition system, but so is a text with “one-off jumps” like the
one above. Similarly, we can incorporate swapping of words into our distance,
so that we would be computing a kind of discounted Damerau-Levenshtein
distance [4] (related approaches, generally without discounting, are used for
sequence alignment in bioinformatics [20, 28]). We have integrated this approach
in an experimental version of our textdist tool.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1
Let φ be an optimal matching in Dpm and let dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1 (if such i does
not exist, then d2(A,B, 0) = 0 and we are done). Let w = ai. Assume that there
is bj = w for which dpm(φ−1(j), j) = 1, then we can define a new permutation
φ′ by φ′(i) = j and φ′(φ−1(j)) = φ(i) (and otherwise, values like φ), and φ′ is a
better matching than φ, a contradiction.
Hence dpm(φ−1(j), j) = 0 for all j such that bj = w. In other words,
dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1 marks the fact that the word w = ai occurs one time more
in A than in B. The same holds for all other indices i for which w = ai and
dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1, so that
|FA(w)− FB(w)| = |{i | ai = w, dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1}|
in this case.
Similarly, if we let v = bφ(i), then dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1 marks the fact that the
word v occurs one time more in B than in A. Collecting these two, we see that
|FA(w)− FB(w)| = |{i | ai = w, dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1}|
+ |{j | bj = w, dpm(φ−1(j), j, 0) = 1}|
for all words w ∈ A ◦B. Thus∑
w∈A◦B
|FA(w)− FB(w)| =
∑
w∈A◦B
|{i | ai = w, dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1}|
+
∑
w∈A◦B
|{j | bj = w, dpm(φ−1(j), j, 0) = 1}|
= |{i | dpm(i, φ(i), 0) = 1}|
+ |{j | dpm(φ−1(j), j, 0) = 1}|
=
∑
i
dpm(i, φ(i), 0) +
∑
j
dpm(φ
−1(j), j, 0)
= 2
∑
i
dpm(i, φ(i), 0) ,
so that
d1(A,B) =
∑
w∈A◦B |FA(w)− FB(w)|
2NA
=
∑
i dpm(i, φ(i), 0)
NA
= d2(A,B, 0) ,
because φ was assumed optimal.
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Fig. 4. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using average clustering, for discounting factors
0 (top left), .1 (top right), .2 (bottom left) and .3 (bottom right), respectively. Fake
papers are numbered 28-31 (Antkare) and 43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 5. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using average clustering, for discounting factors
.4 (top left), .5 (top right), .6 (bottom left) and .7 (bottom right), respectively. Fake
papers are numbered 28-31 (Antkare) and 43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 6. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using average clustering, for discounting factors
.8 (top left), .9 (top right) and .95 (bottom), respectively. Fake papers are numbered
28-31 (Antkare) and 43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 7. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using Ward clustering, for discounting factors
0 (top left), .1 (top right), .2 (bottom left) and .3 (bottom right), respectively. Fake
papers are numbered 28-31 (Antkare) and 43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 8. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using Ward clustering, for discounting factors
.4 (top left), .5 (top right), .6 (bottom left) and .7 (bottom right), respectively. Fake
papers are numbered 28-31 (Antkare) and 43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 9. Dendrograms for Experiment 1, using Ward clustering, for discounting factors
.8 (top left), .9 (top right) and .95 (bottom), respectively. Fake papers are numbered
28-31 (Antkare) and 43-46 (SCIgen), the others are genuine.
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Fig. 10. Distances between all pairs of genuine papers (top), all pairs of fake papers
(middle), and between genuine and fake papers (bottom) in Experiment 1, depending
on the discounting factor. Lines between points have been added for visualization.
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Fig. 11. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using average clustering, for discounting factor
0. Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen papers
are marked red.
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Fig. 12. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using average clustering, for discounting factor
.4. Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen
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Fig. 13. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using average clustering, for discounting factor
.8. Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen
papers are marked red.
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Fig. 14. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using average clustering, for discounting factor
.95. Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen
papers are marked red.
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Fig. 15. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using Ward clustering, for discounting factor 0.
Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen papers
are marked red.
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Fig. 16. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using Ward clustering, for discounting factor .4.
Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen papers
are marked red.
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Fig. 17. Dendrogram for Experiment 2, using Ward clustering, for discounting factor .8.
Black dots mark arxiv papers, green marks SCIgen papers, and automogensen papers
are marked red.
